Core barrel
We manufacture core barrels, which are used frequently in mineral exploration, where the
coring may be several hundred to several thousand feet in length. exploration diamond core
drilling utilizes an annular diamond-impregnated drill bit attached to the end of hollow drill
rods to cut a cylindrical core of solid rock. The diamonds used are fine to microfine industrial
grade diamonds. They are set within a matrix of varying hardness, from brass to high-grade
steel. Matrix hardness, diamond size and dosing can be varied according to the rock which
must be cut. Holes within the bit allow water to be delivered to the cutting face. This provides
three essential functions: lubrication, cooling, and removal of drill cuttings from the hole. The
core samples are recovered and examined by geologists for mineral percentages and
stratigraphic contact points. Also we produce premuim impregnated diamond core drill
bits,non coring bits,reaming shells,drilling rods,overshots and other diamond drilling tools
and accessories for site investigation,mineral exploration and water well drill applications,

Q series core barrel
Q
BQ
NQ
HQ
PQ

47.50 mm 59.50 mm 75.30 mm 96.60 mm 122.10 mm -

core
core
core
core
core

26.85 mm
36.40 mm
47.60 mm
63.50 mm
85.00 mm

Q series core barrel components
1 -inner tube head assembly
2 -inner tube
3 -stop ring
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -locking coupling
7 -adaptor coupling
8 -landing ring
9 -outer tube
10-stabilizer
11 -reaming shell
12 -core bit
Note: 1.5m and 3.0m
length core barrels are available

T series core barrel
Size Hole(mm)
T2-56
56.20
T2-66
66.20
T2-76
76.20
T2-86
86.20
T2-101 101.20
T2-131 131.20

Core(mm)
42
52
62
72
83
108

T series core barrel components
1 -double tube core barrel head
2 -inner tube
3 -extension tube
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -outer tube
7 -reaming shell
8 -core bit
Note: 1.5m and 3.0m length
core barrels are available

WF series core barrel
Size
HWF
PWF
SWF
UWF
412F

Hole(mm)
99.20
120.60
146
173.70
107.20

Core(mm)
76.20
92.10
112.80
139.80
74.70

WF series core barrel components
1-double tube core barrel head
2 -inner tube
3 -ferrule
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -outer tube
7 -reaming shell
8 -core bit
Note: 1.5m and 3.0m length
core barrels are available

Wireline core barrel
Size
56
59
75
91

Hole(mm)
56.2
59.5
75.2
91.2

Core(mm)
34.8
36.0
49.0
62.0

wireline core barrel components
1 -head assembly
2 -inner tube
3 -stop ring
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -locking coupling
7 -adaptor coupling
8 -landing ring
9 -reaming shell
10-outer tube
11 -stabilizer
12 -core bit
Note: 1.5m and 3.0m length
core barrels are available

Jet-type reverse circulation series core barrel
Size
75
91
101

Hole(mm)
99.20
120.60
146

Core(mm)
76.20
92.10
112.80

Jet-type reverse circulation series core barrel components
1-core barrel head
2 -inner tube
3 -extension tube
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -outer tube
7 -reaming shell
8 -core bit
Note: 1.5m and 3.0m length
core barrels are available

Single tube core barrel
Size
59
75
91
110

Hole(mm)
59.5
75.2
91.2
111.2

Core(mm)
41.5
54.5
68
93

Single tube core barrel components
1-single tube core barrel head
2 -single tube
3 -core lifter
4 -reaming shell
5 -core bit

Double tube core barrel
Size
59
75
91

Hole(mm)
59.5
75.2
91.2

Core(mm)
41.5
54.5
68

Double tube core barrel components
1-double tube core barrel head
2 -inner tube
3 -extension tube
4 -core lifter
5 -core lifter case
6 -outer tube
7 -reaming shell
8 -core bit

Drill rods
We produce AQ,BQ,NQ,HQ,PQ,HWF,PWF,SWF,UWF,412F,T2-56,T2-66,T2-86,T2101,T6-131 drill rods and drill rigs.
Core Barrels
Core Barrels of different types, T series core barrels(components incldue Double tube core
barrel head,Inner tube,Extension
Tube,Core lifter, Core lifter case,Outer tube,Reaming shell,Core bit); WF series core
barrels(components incldue Double tube
core barrel head,Inner tube,Ferrule,Core lifter, Core lifter case,Outer tube,Reaming shell,Core
bit); Q series core barrels
(components incldue Inner tube head assembly,Inner Tube,Stop ring,Core lifter,Core lifter
case,Locking Coupling,Adaptor
coupling,Landing Ring,Outer tube,Stabilizer,Reamming shell,Core bit); Single tube core
barrels(components incldue Single tube
core barrel head,Single tube,Core lifter,Reaming shell,Core bit); Double tube core
barrels(components incldue Double tube core
barrel head,Inner tube,Extension tube,Core lifter,Core lifter case,Outer tube,Reaming
shell,Core bit); Wireline core barrels
(components incldue Head assembly,Inner tube,Stop ring,Core lifter,Core lifter case,Locking
coupling,Adaptor coupling,
Landing ring,Reaming shell,Outer tube,Stabilizer,Core bit); Jet-type reverse circulation
series(components incldue core barrel
head,Inner tube,Extension tube,Core lifter,Core lifter case,Outer tube,Reaming shell,Core bit)
Diamond core drilling
Diamond core drilling (exploration diamond drilling) utilizes an annular diamondimpregnated drill bit attached to the end of hollow drill rods to cut a cylindrical core of solid
rock. The diamonds used are fine to microfine industrial grade diamonds. They are set within
a matrix of varying hardness, from brass to high-grade steel. Matrix hardness, diamond size
and dosing can be varied according to the rock which must be cut. Holes within the bit allow
water to be delivered to the cutting face. This provides three essential functions: lubrication,
cooling, and removal of drill cuttings from the hole.
Diamond drilling is much slower than reverse circulation (RC) drilling due to the hardness of
the ground being drilled. Drilling of 1200 to 1800 metres is common and at these depths,
ground is mainly hard rock. Diamond rigs need to drill slowly to lengthen the life of drill bits
and rods, which are very expensive.
Core samples are retrieved via the use of a core tube, a hollow tube placed inside the rod
string and pumped with water until it locks into the core barrel. As the core is drilled, the core
barrel slides over the core as it is cut. An "overshot" attached to the end of the winch cable is
lowered inside the rod string and locks on to the backend(head assembly), located on the top
end of the core barrel. The winch is retracted, pulling the core tube to the surface. The core

does not drop out of the inside of the core tube when lifted because either a split ring core
lifter or basket retainer allow the core to move into, but not back out of the tube.
Once the core tube is removed from the hole, the core sample is then removed from the core
tube and catalogued. The Driller's assistant unscrews the backend off the core tube using tube
wrenches, then each part of the tube is taken and the core is shaken out into core trays. The
core is washed, measured and broken into smaller pieces using a hammer or sawn through to
make it fit into the sample trays. Once catalogued, the core trays are retrieved by geologists
who then analyse the core and determine if the drill site is a good location to expand future
mining operations.
Diamond rigs can also be part of a multi-combination rig. Multi-combination rigs are a dual
setup rig capable of operating in either a reverse circulation (RC) and diamond drilling role
(though not at the same time). This is a common scenario where exploration drilling is being
performed in a very isolated location. The rig is first set up to drill as an RC rig and once the
desired metres are drilled, the rig is set up for diamond drilling. This way the deeper metres of
the hole can be drilled without moving the rig and waiting for a diamond rig to set up on the
pad.
Reverse circulation (RC) drilling
RC drilling is similar to air core drilling, in that the drill cuttings are returned to surface inside
the rods. The drilling mechanism is a pneumatic reciprocating piston known as a "hammer"
driving a tungsten-steel drill bit. RC drilling utilises much larger rigs and machinery and
depths of up to 500 metres are routinely achieved. RC drilling ideally produces dry rock
chips, as large air compressors dry the rock out ahead of the advancing drill bit. RC drilling is
slower and costlier but achieves better penetration than RAB or air core drilling; it is cheaper
than diamond coring and is thus preferred for most mineral exploration work.
Reverse circulation is achieved by blowing air down the rods, the differential pressure
creating air lift of the water and cuttings up the "inner tube", which is inside each rod. It
reaches the "bell" at the top of the hole, then moves through a sample hose which is attached
to the top of the "cyclone". The drill cuttings travel around the inside of the cyclone until they
fall through an opening at the bottom and are collected in a sample bag.
The most commonly used RC drill bits are 5-8 inches (13–20 cm) in diameter and have round
metal 'buttons' that protrude from the bit, which are required to drill through shale and
abrasive rock. As the buttons wear down, drilling becomes slower and the rod string can
potentially become bogged in the hole. This is a problem as trying to recover the rods may
take hours and in some cases weeks. The rods and drill bits themselves are very expensive,
often resulting in great cost to drilling companies when equipment is lost down the bore hole.
Most companies will regularly re-grind the buttons on their drill bits in order to prevent this,
and to speed up progress. Usually, when something is lost (breaks off) in the hole, it is not the
drill string, but rather from the bit, hammer, or stabiliser to the bottom of the drill string (bit).
This is usually caused by a blunt bit getting stuck in fresh rock, over-stressed metal, or a fresh
drill bit getting stuck in a part of the hole that is too small, owing to having used a bit that has
worn to smaller than the desired hole diameter.
Although RC drilling is air-powered, water is also used, to reduce dust, keep the drill bit cool,
and assist in pushing cutting back upwards, but also when "collaring" a new hole. A mud
called "Liqui-Pol" is mixed with water and pumped into the rod string, down the hole. This
helps to bring up the sample to the surface by making the sand stick together. Occasionally,
"Super-Foam" (a.k.a. "Quik-Foam") is also used, to bring all the very fine cuttings to the
surface, and to clean the hole. When the drill reaches hard rock, a "collar" is put down the
hole around the rods, which is normally PVC piping. Occasionally the collar may be made
from metal casing. Collaring a hole is needed to stop the walls from caving in and bogging the

rod string at the top of the hole. Collars may be up to 60 metres deep, depending on the
ground, although if drilling through hard rock a collar may not be necessary.
Reverse circulation rig setups usually consist of a support vehicle, an auxiliary vehicle, as
well as the rig itself. The support vehicle, normally a truck, holds diesel and water tanks for
resupplying the rig. It also holds other supplies needed for maintenance on the rig. The
auxiliary is a vehicle, carrying an auxiliary engine and a booster engine. These engines are
connected to the rig by high pressure air hoses. Although RC rigs have their own booster and
compressor to generate air pressure, extra power is needed which usually isn't supplied by the
rig due to lack of space for these large engines. Instead, the engines are mounted on the
auxiliary vehicle. Compressors on an RC rig have an output of around 1000 cfm at 500 psi
(500 L·s−1 at 3.4 MPa). Alternatively, stand-alone air compressors which have an output of
900-1150cfm at 300-350 psi each are used in sets of 2, 3, or 4, which are all routed to the rig
through a multi-valve manifold.
We manufacture core barrels,drill rigs,overshots,impregnated diamond core drill bits,reaming
shells,diamond casing shoe bits,PDC core bits,tunsten carbide core bits,electroplated core bits.
With special high-frequency welding tenhniques,PDC of high wear resistant is welded to the
body as cutting edges.PDC bit is mainly used for geological prospecting,coal
ecploration,water conservancy and power engineering,etc
(1) Impregnated diamond core drill bit,surface set diamond core drill bit,PDC core
bit,tungsten carbide core bit,geocube core bit,electroplated core bit
(2) Surface set diamond reaming shell,PCD reaming shell,tungsten carbide reaming
shell,electroplated reaming shell
(3) Impregnated diamond casing shoe bit and casing bit,surface set diamond casing shoe
bits,tungsten carbide casing shoe bit
(4) core barrels of patterns AQ,BQ,NQ,HQ,PQ,HWF,PWF,SWF,UWF,412F,T2-56,T266,T2-86,T2-101,T6-131. And single tube core barrel,double tube core barrel,wireline core
barrel,Jet-type reverse circulation core barrel
(5) NQ overshot,HQ overshot,wireline overshots

